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ABSTRACT Controlling active/reactive power in distribution systems has a great impact on its performance.

The placement of distributed generators (DGs) and shunt capacitors (SCs) are the most popular mechanisms

to improve the distribution system performance. In this line, this paper proposes an enhanced genetic

algorithm (EGA) that combines themerits of genetic algorithm and local search to find the optimal placement

and capacity of the simultaneous allocation of DGs/SCs in the radial systems. Incorporating local search

scheme enhances the search space capability and increases the exploration rate for finding the global solution.

The proposed procedure aims at minimizing both total real power losses and the total voltage deviation in

order to enhance the distribution system performance. To prove the proposed algorithm ability and scalability,

three standard test systems, IEEE 33 bus, 69 bus, and 119-bus test distribution networks, are considered. The

simulation results show that the proposed EGA can efficiently search for the optimal solutions of the problem

and outperforms the other existing algorithms in the literature. Moreover, an economic based cost analysis is

provided for light, shoulder and heavy loading levels. It was proven, the proposed EGA leads to significant

improvements in the technical and economic points of view.

INDEX TERMS Distributed generators (DGs), shunt capacitors (SCs), distribution system performance,

enhanced genetic algorithm (EGA).

NOMENCLATURE

Ri,i+1 Resistance of branch between nodes i and i + 1

Xi,i+1 Reactance of branch between nodes i and i + 1

Ploss Active power loss of line

Qloss Reactive power loss of line

TPloss The total active power loss

TQloss The total reactive power loss

PDGi+1 Injected distributed generation active power

QDGi+1 Injected shunt capacitor reactive power

QLi+1 Reactive power load demand

Vn Voltage of the bus n.

PLi+1 Real power load demand

Vi Voltage of the bus i.

Vref Slack voltage of the system equal 1p.u

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Chandan Kumar .

Vi max Maximum value of bus i voltage

Vi min Minimum value of bus i voltage

Ii,i+1 The current the flow between nodes i and i+1

Ii,i+1(max) Maximum value of current the flow between

nodes i and i+1

Pdg The size of DG

Pd The probability density of normal distribution

of load

µd The mean

σd Standard deviation value

I. INTRODUCTION

A. MOTIVATION

A power network consists of generation, transmission lines,

and a distribution network, which is connected to different

types of residential, commercial, and industrial loads. Owing
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to the increase in power demand, utility companies face many

challenges, such as the increased power loss and poor voltage

regulation, low power factor, worst power quality, disconti-

nuity, high short-circuit level, and stability. The distribution

system has a higher current than power transmission lines and

thus has a higher power loss. Power quality problems can be

solved by maintaining low voltages in load points, but some

solutions, such as increasing the capacity of delivered power

to load points, are impractical. Another problem is that trans-

mission lines in a radial system are limited. The highest prob-

lem in distribution systems power losses as 13% of generated

power is wasted in distribution networks [1]. There are many

intelligent computing paradigmswere utilized to handle those

problems [2], [3]. The need for solving the previous chal-

lenges is an open research area with the aim of finding new

paradigms. Therefore, this paper contributes to propose a new

enhanced genetic algorithm methodology that combines the

distributed generation units and shunt capacitors to enhance

the overall performance of distribution systems.

B. LITERATURE REVIEW

In the literature, the mentioned issues and challenges of

the distribution system can be addressed through several

solutions. For example, power compensators can be used to

reduce power loss, improve power quilt, and enhance volt-

age. In terms of environmentally friendliness and economy,

using distributed generation (DGs) units and shunt capacitors

(SCs) is the most effective solution for the distribution system

problem. Owing to the advantages of the DGs and SCs,

they are widely used in radial systems. DGs are used as

active and reactive power compensators, whereas capacitors

are used as reactive power compensators. DGs are typically

used in renewable power sources, such as solar thermal sys-

tems, photovoltaic (PV) systems, and wind turbines. DGs

have three types. The first type can supply active power (P),

the second can supply reactive power (Q), and the third can

supply both. SCs can provide only Q to the network and work

as a compensator for lagging volt-ampere reactive (VAR).

Therefore, SCs are less effective than DGs in minimizing

real power loss in power networks. When used with DCs,

SCs complements DGs in improving power quality, mini-

mizing power loss, improving voltage profile, and enhancing

reliability.

Several optimization algorithms for handling optimal sit-

ing and sizing problems in DG units and capacitors in

radial distribution systems have been proposed. Among the

proposed approaches for solving the optimization problem,

genetic algorithms, particle swarm optimization, and multi-

objective algorithms are the most common approaches used.

Genetic algorithms are considered the most powerful meth-

ods for solving optimal placement and sizing DG units and

capacitors in radial distribution systems. In [4], the authors

proposed an improved genetic algorithm called IGA, where

system reconfiguration is considered after DG and SC place-

ment. The proposed algorithm is investigated on IEEE 33-bus

and 69-bus test distribution networks and showed promising

results compared with other methods. In another study [5],

the stability of distribution systems was studied by using

a simple genetic algorithm with a voltage stability index.

In [6], the authors suggest a hybrid optimization technique

based on the Imperialist Competitive Algorithm (ICA) and

Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve the problem of optimal

placement and size of DG and SC. Minimizing the power

loss, increasing the voltage stability index and enhancing

the voltage profile are considered objective functions. In [7],

a new GA was suggested for solving the problem of optimal

sitting and sizing of DG and capacitors by enhancing active

power, reactive power, and voltage. In [8], the GA was used

to find the optimal siting and capacity of the same problem,

and the system reconfiguration was exploited. In [9], anthers

proposed hybrid method has been presented based on GA

and moth swarm algorithm (MSA) to solve the problem of

optimal sitting and sizing of DG and SC for reducing power

loss. In [10], the authors developed a new GA and used it

to solve the problem in DG and SC placement and sizing.

Voltage stabilitymargin, power loss, and the costs of DG units

and SC are considered multi-objective functions but merged

in a single fitness function.

In [11], multi-objective algorithms, reducing real power

loss, balancing current in buses, and enhancing voltage sta-

bility, are used to determine the exact positions and capacities

of DGs and SCs by utilizing the particle swarm optimiza-

tion (PSO). In [12], a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm

based on decomposition MOEA/D approach was used to

solve the optimal placement and sizing of DGs and SCs

problem.

Memetic algorithms are also used to solve the problem of

optimal siting and sizing of DGs and shunt capacitors. For

example, in [13] a memetic algorithm was used to deter-

mine the optimal placement and size of DGs and SCs. The

authors considered different scenarios to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the algorithm and prove the importance of

using the voltage stability index in the objective function.

Another study [14] combined pattern search and genetic

algorithms. PSO has stable convergence and generates high-

quality solutions [15] and is thus one of the most widely

used methods for solving engineering problems. In [16],

a simple PSO algorithm with the Newton-Raphson method

was used to solve the problems in the optimal placement and

sizing of DGs and SCs. Kanwar and Gupta [4] presented a

new algorithm called (IPSO) and compared it with standard

PSO. Reza and Seyyed [17], suggested a binary PSO (BPSO)

algorithm for solving the problems in DG and SC placement

and sizing. The objective function consists of many param-

eters, namely, voltage profile index, DG’s and capacitor’s

investment cost index, active power loss index, reliability

index, and voltage profile index. In [18], authors adopted

Discrete Particle Swarm Optimization (DPSO) method to

optimize sitting and sizing of DG and SC for the voltage pro-

file enhancement, loss minimize and decrease the total har-

monic distortion. In Ref. [19], the Adaptive Particle Swarm

Optimization (APSO) was presented for finding optimal
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sitting and sizing of DG and SCs in the redial distribution

network (RDN).

Recently, a hybrid approach called hybrid WIPSO-GSA

[20], which consists of weight improved PSO (WIPSO)

and gravitational search algorithm (GSA), was proposed.

Additionally, a new method using PSO, called the Salp

Swarm Algorithm (SSA) [21], was proposed and tested

against many other algorithms. Recently, a combined opti-

mization method that developed based on Salp Swarm Algo-

rithm (SSA) and loss sensitivity is proposed to solve the

problem of optimal allocation in radial distribution networks

[22]. In [23], Sambaiah and Jayabarathi proposed Salp Swarm

Algorithm (SSA) for determining DG and SC placement and

size in RDN. Khodabakhshian and Andishgar [24] proposed

the intersect mutation differential evolution (IMDE) algo-

rithm to find the optimal sites and sizes of DGs and SCs

in radial systems. Reducing total power loss was considered

an objective function. Khatod and Sharma [25] presented

an analytical approach for solving the optimization prob-

lem and applied a sensitive analysis and heuristic curve fit-

ting techniques to determine the optimal location and size,

respectively. In [26], the water cycle algorithm (WCA) was

used to solve the placement problem. Researchers in [27]

presented a binary collective animal behavior approach to

determine the best placement and size in a radial network.

Reducing total power loss and voltage deviation are consid-

ered objective functions. The Grey wolf optimizer (GWO)

is another technique that is also applied for the allocation

problem of PV based DG and DSTATCOM by using IEEE

85 bus distribution system [28]. The Bacterial Foraging Opti-

mization Algorithm [29] was adapted to find the optimal

sizes of DGs and SCs. In [30], the teaching-learning-based

optimization (TLBO) algorithm has been addressed to find

the optimal location and capacity of SC and DG to achieve

maximum benefit in regard to cost (BRC). The Grasshopper

Optimization Algorithm (GOA) is also used to determine

the best locations and sizes of capacitor banks as presented

in [31]. In [32], the analytical technique is used to find the

exact positions and capacities of DGs and SCs with different

load levels (50%, 100%, and 150%). In another article [33],

a hybrid approach called Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA)

and the Particle Artificial Bee Colony algorithm (PABC) has

been used to determine the optimal siting and sizing of DG

and SC. In [34], authors consider the uncertainties of the

system and proposed lightning attachment procedure opti-

mization (LAPO) for finding the best placement of renewable

energy resources (wind and solar PV units) in the radial

distribution network (RDN). Authors in [35] developed a new

hybrid optimization approach based on Artificial Bee Colony

(ABC) and Artificial Immune System (AIS) to find the opti-

mal sitting and sizing of DG and SC. In another similar

study, the authors suggested a method based on Backtracking

Search Algorithm (BSA) to solve the problem of the optimal

location of both DG and static capacitor banks for enhance

voltage profile and decrease the power loss of distribution

system [36].

C. CONTRIBUTION AND PAPER ORGANIZATION

The salient contributions and findings of this study can be

summarised as follows:

• An efficient optimization approach for solving the prob-

lem in the optimal placement and size of SCs and DGs

in a radial distribution network (RDN) was developed

for the reduction of power loss and reduction voltage

deviation.

• A new local search mechanism is incorporated into GA

to reduce the searching time and enhance convergence

ability and therefore enhance the overall solution quality.

• The proposed approach is tested for different DGs and

Capacitors on two IEEE 33-bus, and 69-bus distribution

networks. Added to that, the scalability and flexibility of

the proposed EGA are proved for IEEE 119-bus distri-

bution network.

• The simulation results prove that the proposed algorithm

is reliable, scalable promising results and high solution

quality compared with other methods reported in the

literature.

• Economical assessment study based on cost analysis

is provided at three light, shoulder and heavy loading

levels.

This rest parts of this paper is organized as follows:

Section 2 describes the mathematical formulation of the con-

sidered problem. Section 3 introduces genetic algorithms and

our enhanced genetic algorithm and how these algorithms

solve the problem in determining the optimal allocations and

capacities of DGs and SCs in radial distribution systems.

Section 4 provides the first scenario implemented setting of

the proposed approach for radial distribution networks RDN

(33 bus, 69 bus, and 119 bus) and the second scenario applied

different load levels to RDN to investigate the annual cost

before and after compensation, and the results and detailed

discussion. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and pro-

poses some future work.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

This paper addresses the problem in the optimal placement

and sizing of DGs and SCs in radial systems. The advantages

of active and reactive power compensators are necessary for

the identification of their best location in the distribution

system to minimize the system power losses.

Figure 1 shows a single line diagram of the two nodes of a

distribution system. The two branches in Figure 1 (busi) is the

sending end bus and (busi+1) is the receiving end bus. Real

power (Pi+1) and reactive power (Qi+1) can be determined by

Eqs (1) and (2), respectively, without compensator sources.

Pi+1 = Pi − Plossi,i+1 − PLi+1 (1)

Qi+1 = Qi − Qlossi,i+1 − QLi+1 (2)

When DG (injected active power to (busi+1) and SC

(injected reactive power to busi+1) are installed, real power

(Pi+1) and reactive power loss (Qi+1) can be calculated by
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FIGURE 1. Single line diagram of a radial feeder with SC and DG
placement.

Eqs. (3) and (4).

Pi+1 = Pi − Plossi,i+1 − PLi+1 + PDGi+1 (3)

Qi+1 = Qi − Qlossi,i+1 − QLi+1 + QSCi+1 (4)

The real power loss (Plossi,i+1) and reactive power (Qlossi,i+1)

between two nodes can be determined by Eq (5) and Eq (6).

Ri,i+1 represents the resistance of the line between nodes i and

i+1, and Qi,i+1 is the reactance between (busi) and (busi+1).

Ploss(i,i+1) = I2i,i+1∗Ri,i+1= (
P2i + jQ2

i
∣

∣V 2
i

∣

∣

)∗Ri,i+1 (5)

Qloss(i,i+1) = I2i,i+1 ∗ Xi,i+1= (
P2i + jQ2

i
∣

∣V 2
i

∣

∣

)∗Xi,i+1 (6)

The total active power loss TPloss and reactive power loss

TQloss of the radial distribution network at any load, levels

can be computed by Eq (7) and Eq (8) respectively.

TPloss =
∑n−1

i=0
Ploss(i,i+1). (7)

TQloss =
∑n−1

i=0
Qloss(i,i+1). (8)

Total voltage deviation (TVD) at any load level can be min-

imized by sitting of DGs and SCs to the network. The TVD

can be calculated by Eq (9) as:

TVD =
∑n−1

i=0
|Vref − Vi| (9)

The primary objective function in this work aims to minimize

the total active power as:

F (x) = Minmize(TPloss) (10)

• Problem Constraints

The constraints of the considered problem are described

in this subsection. First, the constraints of voltage and

current nodes are explained, and then the constraints of

DGs and SCs sizing.

• Node Voltage and Current

The current Ii,i+1 the flow between nodes i and i+1must

be less than themaximum current capacity of this branch

Ii,i+1(max), as provided in Eq (11).

Ii,i+1 ≤ Ii,i+1(max) (11)

The voltage magnitude of a node should lie within volt-

age and lie between the range from the minimum volt-

age (Vmin) to maximum voltage (Vmax). In this paper,

voltage is ±5% of the nominal voltage of the RDN. The

voltage Vi should lie within 0.95 per unit (p.u) as Vmin
and 1.05 p.u as Vmax , as indicated in Eq (12):

Vmin ≤ Vi,i+1≤Vmax (12)

• DG and Shunt Capacitor Sizes

In the placement of DG compensators, the power factor

of the DGs is the unity power factor (p.f= 1). The total

real power
(

PDG,(i)

)

provided by the DG units to be

installed should be equal to 50% or less than the total

real power loads (
∑n

i=1 PL(i)) of the RDN so that over-

compensation can be prevented. The DG size constraint

is provided in Eq (13).
∑NDG

i=1
PDG,(i)≤ 0.5∗

∑n

i=1
PL(i) (13)

• SC compensator placement.

The total reactive power (QSC,(i)) provided by the SC

units to be installed should be less than the total reactive

power loads (
∑n

i=1 QL(i)) of the RDN so that overcom-

pensation can be prevented. SC size constraint is pro-

vided in Eq (14).
∑NSC

i=1
QSC,(i)≤ 1.0∗

∑n

i=1
QL(i) (14)

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION METHODOLOGY

In this paper, a new hybrid and improved genetic algorithm

for solving the problem of the optimal siting and capacity of

DG units and capacitors in the radial distribution system is

proposed. The proposed algorithm merges the genetic algo-

rithm with another local search algorithm to exploit their

advantages. Merging the local search and genetic algorithms

is a common approach in the computer engineering field and

it is conducted to solve the difficult and complex optimiza-

tion problems in several domains. Algorithm 1 shows the

steps of the normal genetic algorithm. In the normal genetic

algorithm, a number of solutions are selected and then the

crossover and mutation operations are applied to them to

generate the new set of solutions. After that, a number of

old solutions are replaced by the new generated solutions.

These steps are repeated until the end condition is satisfied.

The main difference between our proposed algorithm and the

normal genetic algorithm is inserting a fast and simple local

search mechanism in each generation. The new local search

mechanism tries to enhance the current solutions by searching

around them in the close search regions.

Two different mechanisms are applied, the first one for

enhancing the locations of capacitors and DGs, and the sec-

ond one for enhancing the capacities of them. Moreover,

the proposed enhanced genetic algorithm uses a hybrid

replacing mechanism instead of the normal replacing mech-

anism used in the normal genetic algorithm. The hybrid

mechanism works by replacing some of the existing solutions

randomly and some of them by removing the worst solutions.

By using this hybrid replacing mechanism, the algorithm is

able to both reserves the good solutions and givesmore oppor-

tunities to bad solutions in order to enhance themselves in the
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FIGURE 2. Main steps of the proposed algorithm.

next generations. The steps detail of our enhanced algorithm

is given in the next paragraphs. Algorithm 1 shows the main

steps of the genetic algorithm before the enhancement.

Figure 2 shows the main parts of the proposed framework.

First, a set of solutions is initialized for the generation of

the population of the genetic algorithm. Second, the iter-

ations of the algorithm start by applying the local search

algorithm. Third, a generation from the genetic algorithm

is executed to enhance and guide the search process. The

algorithm then decides if the search mechanism will con-

tinue or will be stopped according to the stop condition

before the algorithm starts, many parameters related to the

genetic algorithm, such as the number of variables in the

population, should be initialized and selected, and the number

of generations is executed. Some parameters are related to

the definition of the problem, such as the maximum number

of capacitorsand the minimum and maximum locations that

can be used in the replacement process. These parameters

are discussed in detail in the experimental results section.

Subsequently, the population of the genetic algorithm is ini-

tialized randomly based on the conditions of the problem,

such as the minimum and maximum values of the capacity

of capacitors.

In the EGA, the presentation of each solution is divided

into two parts, as shown in Figure 3. The first part in 2∗ N

places represents the locations of the N capacitors and N DGs

of the problem, whereas the other 2∗ N places represent the

Algorithm 1 Main Steps of the Normal Genetic Algorithm

Begin

Generate random population of n solutions/chromosomes.

While stop condition is not satisfied

Evaluate the fitness of each solution/chromosome in the

population.

Select some solutions to create new better solutions for

next generation.

Perform the crossover mutation operation.

Place new generated solutions in the new population.

End

Return the best solution in current population.

capacities of the placed N capacitors and N DGs. To take

decisions based on these solutions, we should evaluate the

values by using a suitable fitness function. In this study,

Eq (10) (described in the problem definition) is utilized to

compute the fitness function. Algorithm 2 shows the steps

of the proposed algorithm. After the evaluation process, a

fast-local search algorithm is applied to enhance the solutions

before the first iteration of the genetic algorithm. The main

task of the local search is to fasten the process of searching for

optimal solutions by guiding the solutions of the population to

the correct directions. Therefore, the solutions quickly catch

the directions that make themmore close to optimal solutions.
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FIGURE 3. The presentation of each solution in the proposed EGA.

Algorithm 2 The main steps of the enhanced genetic algo-

rithm
Begin

Initialize the constants and input parameters;

Initialize the population solutions randomly;

Check the validity of initialized solutions based on con-

straints explained in Section 2, and corrects the solutions

that violate the constraints;

while Stop condition is not satisfied do

/∗ use the equations and formulas in the previous

section∗/
Evaluate the solutions of the population using the

power loss objective function;

/∗ apply the local search algorithm∗/
Enhance the solutions by searching for better solu-

tions around each solution;

/∗ to generate new good solutions from them ∗/
Select the besttwo solutions from the population;

/∗ perform genetic algorithms operators∗/
Apply the crossover operator;

Test the validity of the new generated solutions

after crossover;

Apply the mutation operator;

Test the validity of the new generated solutions

after mutation;

/∗ insert the new solutions∗/
Replace the new generated solutionswith randomly

selected solutions;

end

The pseudo-code of the local search mechanism is described

in Algorithm 3. After a local search is conducted on all

solutions, the algorithm selects two solutions to be used as the

fathers of newly generated solutions. The proposed algorithm

uses the common method of selecting the best two solutions.

The two new solutions are derived from the selected two

solutions by applying crossover and mutation operators. The

crossover operator is used as a one-point crossover that sub-

stitutes two parts of the parents based on a randomly selected

point. For the application of the mutation, a small value is

added or subtracted from each chromosome in the considered

solution. We use different values for the locations and capac-

ities of the DGs and capacitors because the range of changing

Algorithm 3 The steps of the enhanced local search algo-

rithm used in the proposed framework

Begin

for all solutions in the population

for all variables in the solution

if the variable presents the location

f=fitness value of the solutionwithout any change.

f1 = re-evaluate the solution after randomly

select another location close to the current

one (higher location value than the current

location).

f2 = re-evaluate the solution after randomly

select another location close to the current

one (lower location value than the current

location).

Select the best value of this variable by

comparing f1, f2, and f.

end

if the variable presents a capacity

f = fitness value of the solution without any change.

f1 = re-evaluate the solution by decreasing the

variable with small random value c.

f2 = re-evaluate the solution by increasing the

variable with small random value c.

Select the best value of this variable by comparing f1,

f2, and f.

end

end for

end for

end

the DGs and capacitors capacities are larger than the range of

the DGs and capacitor places. The validity of the new solu-

tions or children is ensured by applying a check and handling

process on each solution. This approach prevents any solution

from exceeding the specified limits of each variable and

ensures that the new solutions do not violate the constraints of

the problem. Finally, the two generated solutions are inserted

into the population by removing the worst two solutions from

the population. The algorithm repeats these steps until the

stopping condition is satisfied. By evolving the solutions with

these procedures, the solutions are enhanced gradually until

an optimal or near-optimal solution is obtained.
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FIGURE 4. IEEE 33-bus distribution system.

FIGURE 5. IEEE 69-bus distribution system.

FIGURE 6. IEEE 119-bus distribution system.

IV. APPLICATIONS

A. TEST SYSTEMS

Three test systems are considered in this paper to prove the

capability of the proposed method for allocating the DGs

and SCs. The typical radial distribution systems are shown

in Figs. 4-6. The first test 12.66kV, 33-bus system is con-

nected by 32 branches. The total load of the 33-bus RDN

is P=3.72MW and Q=2.3 MVAr. The Line and load data

TABLE 1. Parameters and inputs of our proposed EGA.

are provided in [40]. The base system power and voltage are

10MVA and 12.66 kV respectively [41]. Fig. 5 shows the sec-

ond distribution system is 12.66kV, 69-bus system contract

of branches. The total load of the 69-bus RDN is P=3.8MW

and Q=2.69 MVAr. The base voltage and power are12.66 kV

and 10 MVA. The Line and load data are provided in [42].

The standard 11kV 119-bus radial distribution system with

118 branches is shown in Fig.6. The total load of the system

is 22.71 MW and 17.04 MVAr. The line and load data are

given in [35]. The base power and voltage of the system is

100 MVA and 11 kV, respectively [43].

The cost of power losses, capacitor and DG units are

calculated based on the following mathematical model as in

[38] for capacitors and in [39] for DGs as: The calculated

energy cost and purchase cost of the capacitor are Energy

cost = US $0.06/kWhr. Purchase cost of capacitor = US

$3.0/kVAr. The cost of the DG active power is: DGC =
a.Pdg2 + b.Pdg + c$/Mwh, where the cost coefficients are

taken as: a = 0, b = 20, c = 0.25.

B. STUDIED SCENARIOS

In this section, three scenarios applied to prove the capability

of the proposed EGA are defined as follows:

• The first scenario investigates the proposed EGA

on three radial distribution networks, IEEE 33-,

69- and 119-bus test systems with different combina-

tions between DGs and SCs.

• In the 2nd scenario, the proposed EGA is investigated

on three different load levels for computing the opti-

mal placement and capacity of DGs and SCs. About

the minimum and maximum limits of DG and SCs

size in the second scenario, it is based on the size of

the DGs and SCs obtained in the first scenario and

changes by the amount of low (50%), nominal (100%),

peak (160%) loading levels and the load duration time

of 2000, 5260 and 2000 hours, respectively. The cost

of power loss, cost of DGs and SCs are calculated to

investigate the annual saving at every load level.

• The 3rd scenario is investigated in this study to find the

optimal placement and capacity of 2DG and 2SC in the

three test systems under uncertainty of load condition

according to the load uncertainty considering normal

probability density function (PDF) as given [34] in rep-

resented in Eq (15).

1d (Pd ) =
1

σd
√
2π

exp

⌈

−
(Pd − µd )

2

2σ 2
d

⌉

(15)
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FIGURE 7. 33-bus network voltage profile in different cases.

TABLE 2. Performance of the proposed EGA of different combinations of DGs and SCs for IEEE 33-bus RDN (Scenario1).

For the studied cases, the power flow computations are

performed using the Forward-Backwards Sweep Algo-

rithm (FBSA) [37]. For the simulations’ experiments, the dis-

tributed generation is operated with a unity power factor

and supplied active power only such as Photovoltaic. It sup-

plies active power while the SC supplies reactive power. The

parameters and inputs of our proposed EGAare given in Table

1. Individual or combined DGs and SCs units are allocated in

this study. It can be assigned to any minimum and maximum

values within the defined corresponding range. Theminimum

limits of DGs and SCs are set as 200 kWand 200 kVAr and the

maximum respectively based on the research work presented

in [12]. Furthermore, the maximum limits of cumulative DG

and SC ratings are selected according to Eqs. (13) and (14)

respectively. The line data and load profile data used to

support the findings of this study have been explained in

References [40]–[43].

1) SIMULATION RESULTS OF IEEE-33 BUS RDN

Table 2 reports the simulation results obtained by the pro-

posed EGA of the first IEEE 33-distribution system for the

optimal placement and capacity of variant combinations of

DGs and SCs. In the case of the first combination with (1DG

+ 1SC), the proposed EGA leads to the total power loss

of 51.80 kW with a reduction of 74.44 % compared with

52.73 kW by using GA with a reduction of 73.98 %, and
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TABLE 3. Performance of EGA compared with different load levels on an IEEE 33 bus RDN for Scenario 2.

FIGURE 8. Comparison of power losses for different optimization
approaches.

59.7 kW by using PSO [15]. For the second combination with

(2DGs+ 2SCs), the EGA has the best performance compared

with IMDE [24], Analytic [25] and GA. In terms of the power

losses, the proposed EGA leads to the lowest power loess

(28.0 kW) compared with 84.32 kW by the analytical in [25],

31.39 kWbyGA, 32.08 kWby IMDE. In the last combination

(3DGs + 3SCs), the proposed algorithm outperforms the

other algorithms. The real power loss of the EGA algorithm is

12.70 kW with a minimum voltage of 0.9924 p.u. The power

loss of GA is only 19.88 kW, and the power loss of WCA

[26] is 24.68 kW. Real power loss is 41.41 kW by using

BFOA [29]. The minimum voltage is 0.913 p.u in the base

case, where the EGA achieved better results by placing 3 DGs

and 3 SCs which obtains a minimum voltage level equals to

0.9924 p.u. The lowest power losses in the third combination

equal to 12.7 kW. For all studied combinations, the proposed

EGA leads to the best voltage profile as the minimum voltage

levels for all combinations have the highest levels. Added to

that the increased combination of DGs and SCs improves the

overall system performance that a high reduction in power

losses and improvement in voltage profile as shown in Fig. 7.

FIGURE 9. Total voltage deviation for different optimization approaches.

TABLE 4. Cost of energy loss and minimum system voltage for 33 IEEE
bus RDN for Scenario 2 without SCs/DGs.

Figures 8 and 9 show a comparison between the total

power loss and the total voltage deviation obtained with the

proposed EGA compared with other competitive algorithms

for the placement combinations. The overall reduction in

power loss when the proposed EGA algorithm is used is

much better than that when the GA is used in all the tested

cases. In the case of 1DG+1SC, the TVD is 0.533 p.u.

by GA method and reduced to 0.490 p.u. by EGA. In the

2DG+2SC case, a significant reduction is observed. TVD

becomes 0.192 p.u. for the EGA and 0.301 p.u. for the GA.

In the case of 2DG+3SC, the TVD is 0.1109 p.u. using the

proposed algorithm and 0.1387 p.u. by GA. The obtained

results prove that the high capability of the proposed EGA

compared with other competitive methods. Figure 10 shows
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FIGURE 10. Convergence curves of the IEEE 33-bus test system for the three combinations.

TABLE 5. Comparison of results with and without losses on 33 IEEE bus RDN.

the convergence levels for EGA and GA for finding the

best solutions across 100 iterations. Clearly, the proposed

algorithm (EGA) can achieve the best solution faster than the

genetic algorithm in all cases.

For the 2nd scenario, Table 4 shows the results of optimal

placement and size of DGs and SCs at three load levels (light,

nominal and peak) considered using the proposed algorithm

EGA for performance testing. Table 3 presents the technical

and economical assessment of the proposed EGA at different

loading conditions for the second scenario at low (50%),

nominal (100%), peak (160%) loading levels and the load

duration time of 2000, 5260 and 2000 hours, respectively.

The total energy loss costs equal 121411 $ without any

DGs or SCs. Table 5 shows a comparison of cost energy

loss for different combinations of DGs/SCs for IEEE 33 bus

RDN by using the proposed EGA. The energy cost loss has

been reduced in all combinations of DGs/SCs at different

load levels. At light load level 0.5, the total annual savings of

the three combinations, 1DG+1SC, 2DG+2SC and 3DGs+
SCs, are 2281 $, 2053 $ and 2660 $, respectively. Whereat
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FIGURE 11. Comparison of voltage profile for different cases in the 69-bus network.

TABLE 6. Optimal placement and sizing of (2DGs+2SCs) under PDF
uncertainty (third scenario) for 33-bus system.

normal load level 1 the total annual saving is 43814 $, 50479 $

and 55902 of 1DG+1SC, 2DG+2SC and 3DG+ SC, respec-

tively. At a heavy load level, the annual saving in the case

of 3DG+3SC is 38686 $. The simulation results show the

capability of the proposed algorithm. Considering the third

scenario, Table 6 represents the results of placement of 2DG

and 2SC under load uncertainty dependent on Eq. (15) at

different loading conditions in the range from 70%-120%

considering the second combination, which combines two

DGs and two SCs. σd and µd are 112.8 kW and 90 kW,

respectively.

2) SIMULATION RESULTS OF IEEE-69 BUS RDN

Similar to the second test system, IEEE-69 bus radial distribu-

tion network. Table 7 presents the simulation results obtained

by the proposed EGA for the optimal placement and capacity

of variant combinations of DGs and SCs. In the case of the

first combination with (1DG + 1SC), the proposed EGA

leads to the total power loss of 23.15 kWwith reduction 89.71

% compared with 23.79 kW by using GA with reduction

FIGURE 12. Comparison of power losses for EGA and GA.

of 89.42 %, and 25.9 kW by using PSO [15] and 23.17 kW

by using MOEA/D [12]. For the second combination with

(2DGs+ 2SCs), the EGA has the best performance compared

with IMDE [24], Analytic [25] and GA. In terms of the

power losses, the proposed EGA leads to the lowest power

loess (7.20 kW) compared with 84.32 kW by the analytical

in [25], 9.58 kW by GA, 7.20 kW by using MOEA/D [12],

13.83 kW by IMDE. The minimum voltage is 0.9092 p.u at

bus 65 in the base case, where the EGA achieved better results

by placing 2DGs and 2SCs which obtains a minimum voltage

level equals to 0.9943 p.u. at bus 68.

For the two combinations, the proposed EGA leads to

the best voltage profile as the minimum voltage levels for

all combinations have the highest levels. Added to that the

increased combination of DGs and SCs improves the overall

system performance that a high reduction in power losses

and improvement in voltage profile as shown in Fig. 11.

Figures 12 and 13 show a comparison between the total power

loss and the total voltage deviation obtained with the pro-
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TABLE 7. Performance of EGA compared with other methods applied for IEEE 69-bus RDN for the first Scenario.

TABLE 8. Performance of EGA compared with different load levels on an IEEE 69-bus RDN for the 2nd Scenario.

FIGURE 13. Total voltage deviation for EGA and GA.

posed EGA compared with other competitive algorithms for

the placement combinations. The overall reduction in power

loss when the proposed EGA algorithm is used is much better

than that when the GA is used in all the tested cases. In the

case of 1DG+1SC, the TVD is 0.533 p.u. by GA method

and reduced to 0.490 p.u. by EGA. In the 2DG+2SC case,

a significant reduction is observed. TVD becomes 0.192 p.u.

obtained by EGA and 0.301 p.u. by GA. The obtained results

prove that the high capability of the proposed EGA compared

with other competitive methods. Figure 8 shows the conver-

gence levels for EGA and GA for finding the best solutions

TABLE 9. Cost of energy loss and minimum system voltage without
adding DGs/SCs for IEEE 69-bus RDN.

across 100 iterations. Clearly, the proposed algorithm (EGA)

can achieve the best solution faster than the genetic algorithm

in all cases.

For the 2nd scenario, Tables 8-10 show the results of opti-

mal placement and size of DGs and SCs at three load lev-

els (light, nominal and peak) considered using the proposed

algorithm EGA for performance testing. Table 8 presents the

technical and economical assessment of the proposed EGA

at different loading conditions for the second scenario at low

(50%), nominal (100%), peak (160%) loading levels and the

load duration time of 2000, 5260 and 2000 hours, respec-

tively. The Total energy loss costs equal 121411 $ without

any DGs or SCs.

Table 9 shows a comparison of cost energy loss for dif-

ferent combinations of DGs/SCs for the IEEE 69 bus RDN

by using the proposed EGA. The energy cost loss equals

6190.8 $, 70994.22 $ and 58714.74 $ for light, nominal and

peak loading conditions, respectively without the existence

of either DGs or SCs. The combinations of DGs/SCs at
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FIGURE 14. Comparison of voltage profile for different case studies in the 119-bus network.

TABLE 10. Comparison of results with and without losses on an IEEE 69-bus RDN for 2nd scenario.

TABLE 11. Optimal placmnet and sizing of (2DGs+2SCs) under PDF uncertainty (third scenario) for 69-bus RDN.

different load levels are presented in Table 10 for the second

scenario. At light load level 0.5, the total annual savings

of the two combinations, 1DG+1SC, and 2DGs+2SCs are

3543 $, 3263 $ respectively. Whereat normal load level 1 the

total annual savings are 59733 $ and 63979 $ of 1DG+1SC,

and 2DG+2SC, respectively. The simulation results show

the capability of the proposed algorithm. Considering the 3rd

scenario, Table 11 represents the results of placement of 2DG

and 2SC under load uncertainty dependent on Eq. (15) at

different loading conditions in the range from 70%-120%

considering the second combination, which combines two

DGs and two SCs.

3) APPLICATION TO LARGE SCALE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Table 12 shows the results of the 119-bus case for the first

scenario. The optimal placement and capacity of three com-

binations of DGs and SCs are considered for displaying the

high capability of the proposed EGA for large scale RDN

compared with GA. for the first combination (2DGs+ 2SCs),

EGA reduces the real power loss to 56.20% and the minimum

voltage to 0.9545 p.u. for the second combination, three

DGs and SCs are connected together, the proposed EGA

significantly reduces the total real power loss to 363.42 kW,

around 72.02% compared with the base case. In the third

combination that merged four DGs and four SCs at the same
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TABLE 12. Performance of EGA compared with those of the standard case GA on an IEEE 119-bus RDN.

FIGURE 15. Comparison of power losses for GA and EGA.

time. The reduction achieved by EGA is lower than of GA by

2.3%. In all cases, the EGA algorithm obtains better results

than the GA.

Figure 14 shows the comparison among the voltage pro-

files of different cases of optimal placement and capacity of

DGs and SCs by using the EGA approach. Voltage greatly

improves in all the cases. The minimum voltage in the case

of (4DG + 4SC) is 0.9603 p.u.

Figure 15 shows the power loss reduction of the pro-

posed algorithm EGA compared with that obtained by GA.

The EGA obtains better results especially in the case of

(4DGs+4 SCs), in which 291.59 kW is obtained by EGA and

321.40 kW is obtained by GA. Figure 16 shows a comparison

of the total voltage deviation between the EGA algorithm and

the GA in three cases. In the case of 2DG+2SCs, the TVD

is 2.9427 p.u. by GA method and reduced to 2.7790 p.u.

by EGA. In the 3DG+3SC case, a significant reduction

is observed. TVD becomes 2.9088 p.u. for the EGA and

FIGURE 16. Total voltage deviation for EGA and GA.

2.2696 p.u. for the GA. The TVD in the based case is

5.1734 p.u. and in the case of 4SC+4DG, the TVD reduced

to 1.9147 p.u. by the proposed algorithm.

Table 13 shows the results of optimal placement and size

of different combinations of DGs and SCs at three load

levels (light, nominal and peak) considered using the pro-

posed algorithm EGA for performance testing without adding

DGs/SCs for the second scenario. Also, Table 13 shows a

comparison of cost energy loss for different combinations

of DGs and SCs for IEEE 119 bus RDN by using the pro-

posed approach. By using EGA economic profit achieved

after siting the compensators to the RDN. Before power

compensators, the energy cost loss was 35701 $ at 0.5 load

level then it reduced to 16372 $, 10694 $ and 8467 $ by the

placement of (2DG+2SC), (3DG+3SC) and (4DG+4SC),

respectively. The total annual saving at a normal load level

is 228701 $, 277985 $ and 294424 $ for cases (2DG+2SC),

(3DG+3SC) and (4DG+4SC), respectively. Whereat heavy
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TABLE 13. Performance of EGA compared with different load levels on an IEEE 119-bus RDN for the 2nd scenario.

TABLE 14. Optimal placmnet and sizing of (2DGs+2SCs) under PDF
uncertainty (third scenario) for 119-bus RDN.

load level energy losses cost is 341775 $ in the base case after

finding the best place and size the cost reduced to 79083 $ in

case of (4DG+4SC). In addition, the annual saving is 221319

$ after subtracting the cost of compensators unites. Overall,

the economic study of energy cost before and after installation

of DGs and SCs in 119 bus RDN shows the profit obtained

by using the proposed algorithm. Table 14 represents the

results of placement of 2DG and 2SC under load uncertainty

dependent on Eq. (15) at different loading conditions in the

range from 70%-120% considering the second combination

with two DGs and SCs, that are combined together.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, an enhanced genetic algorithm has been pro-

posed for solving the optimal placement and capacity of

multi distributed generations and shunt capacitors in radial

systems. The proposed algorithm combines a local search

scheme with the genetic algorithm to take the advantage of

both local search scheme and genetic algorithm to reduce the

search time required for determining the optimal placement

and size of DGs and SCs. Using the proposed EGA algorithm,

the voltage improvement and power loss reduction have been

achieved by sitting multi distributed generations and shunt

capacitors in the radial system. Minimizing total real power

loss (Ploss) is taken as the main objective function in this

study. To explore the performance of EGA, the proposed

EGA algorithm is applied to the IEEE 33 bus and 69 bus test

networks. The scalability of the proposed method has been

validated on IEEE 119 bus test system. The results approved

that the proposed EGA reduces significantly the total real

power loss and enhances the voltage profile at different load-

ing scenarios. Overall the EGA can efficiently search for the

optimal solutions of the problem sitting and capacity of DGs

and SCs and outperforms the other existing algorithms from

the literature. As future work, we are planning to enhance the

proposed genetic algorithm by adding an adaptive archive and

testing it under more environments and parameters. It was

proven, the proposed EGA leads to significant improvements

in the technical and economic points of view. In future work,

the load growth of ten years will consider also its economic

assessment of three different test systems.
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